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Introduction
Efficiency of the processes of heat and mass exchange affects the temperature regime of the environment and living premises, as well as operational processes in various technological installations. That is why, over recent decades, the theory of heat exchange has intensively developed related to the needs of thermal power generation, nuclear energy, space exploration, etc. At present, under development are the methods of thermal protection in high-speed aerial installations, in particular for multi-mission space exploration vehicles. This protection is required also in active areas of reactors, in magnetohydrodynamic energy generators (installations for the direct conversion of heat into electrical energy), gas turbine plants. The processes of heat exchange are studied under low temperature modes, in particular in the installations that employ the effect of superconductivity, for example in magnets, which create large fields. Work continues on creating the cryosurgical instruments for operations involving rapid freezing of separate areas of the tissue. Progress in this field is largely associated with correct organization of the heat exchange processes both in the instrument and in the tissue. There are attempts at creating installations for the freeze-drying of food products, whose successful development depends on correct organization of the sublimation and de-sublimation processes. Methods for exploring the heat exchange processes on the Earth and in its atmosphere are being improved, in particular weather forecasting. Requests from various industries stimulate sustained and rapid development of research into the area of heat exchange [1] . Little studied until now are mathematical models of heat exchange in complex systems where piecewise uniform structure and thermal sensitivity (dependence of thermal-physical parameters on temperature) of their design elements are not considered [2, 3] . This explains the relevance of research into improvement of the existing and
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creation of new linear and nonlinear mathematical models of heat exchange for the uniform and layered, inclusive of design elements, complex systems and development of new effective methods for solving the boundary problems that match these models.
Literature review and problem statement
Determining the temperature regimes in both uniform and non-uniform designs attracts attention of many researchers [4, 5] .
Paper [1] developed a mathematical model for calculating the quasi-stationary temperature field in a solid cylinder of rotation. This cylinder is made of composite material. The non-linear boundary conditions are assigned, which take into account a dependence of thermal-physical parameters of materials on the temperature. Analytical expressions obtained for determining the temperature fields make it possible to select the composition of composite materials for the parts of cylindrical type for a purpose of extending their operational lifecycle.
One-dimensional (flat, cylindrical-symmetric and spherically-symmetric) nonlinear problems on thermal conductivity for a given heat flux in the origin of coordinates in the form of a power function dependent on time were explored. Approximate solutions were obtained for the indicated problems with their convergence analyzed [2] .
Analytical-numerical solution for a nonlinear problem on thermal conductivity using the integral method of thermal balance was found [3] . In order to improve the accuracy of solution, a temperature function is approximated by the polynomials of high degrees. To determine coefficients of the polynomials, additional boundary conditions are introduced. It is shown that such an approach as fast as in the second approximation leads to a considerable improvement in accuracy of solving the problem.
Paper [6] received an analytical-numerical solution to the axisymmetric problem on thermoelasticity for a thickwall cylinder under the action of heat flux with the arbitrarily assigned boundary conditions. The resulting solution makes it possible to analyze the effect of thermal and mechanical loads on the thermal-mechanical behavior of the cylinder.
One-dimensional stationary temperature and mechanical problems were solved with a presented interrelation to determine the thermal and mechanical loads in a hollow thick-wall sphere. The distribution of temperature is displayed by a function of the radial coordinate for the given general thermal and mechanical boundary conditions at the inner and outer surfaces of the sphere [7] .
Article [8] solved a non-stationary problem on thermal conductivity and thermoelasticity for functional-gradient thick-wall spheres. Thermal-physical and thermoelastic parameters of materials, except for the Poisson coefficient, are arbitrary functions of the radial coordinate.
Axisymmetric stationary problem on thermal conductivity and thermoelasticity of the hollow functionally gradient spheres relative to the heat source was considered. The solutions are obtained as functions of the spatial coordinates for temperature, the displacement component vector and stress tensor by using boundary conditions for the radial and angular coordinates [9] .
An overview of main literary sources revealed that the models, which remain insufficiently examined and underdeveloped, are those that would consider the piecewise uniform structure of designs and their thermal sensitivity. As the structures are exposed to temperature influences, then, on certain intervals of temperatures, an impact of thermal sensitivity on the results of calculating the temperature fields becomes vivid. This leads to the development of nonlinear models for the process of thermal conductivity and for their analysis since the solutions of boundary problems that match these models are more precise than the solutions of the appropriate linear boundary problems. Calculations of temperature fields in such systems are applied subsequently when designing sophisticated systems to provide their thermal stability. The accuracy of these computations will affect efficiency of the methods that are used in the process of design.
The aim and tasks of the study
The aim of present work is to create linear and nonlinear mathematical models for the process of thermal conductivity for an isotropic plate and a layered plate with a through-inclusion, which are heated by heat flux. This will make it possible to improve accuracy in the calculation of temperature fields in complex systems and effectiveness of the methods for their design.
To accomplish the set aim, the following tasks have to be solved:
-to obtain original equations of thermal conductivity with discontinuous and singular coefficients with boundary conditions and their analytical-numerical solutions. These solutions will allow us to represent a thermal field in arbitrary point of the structures "plate -inclusion" and "layered plate -inclusion"; -by using the introduced linearizing functions, to linearize the original nonlinear boundary problems on thermal conductivity. To obtain the ratios for determining these functions and, for a linear variable coefficient of thermal conductivity, to derive calculation formulas. These formulas represent a temperature field in an arbitrary point of the thermosensitive structures "plate -inclusion" and "layered plate -inclusion"; -to devise algorithms and calculation programs for their numerical realization to analyze temperature modes in a plate and in a layered plate with an inclusion.
Main results of examining the process of thermal conductivity for piecewise-uniform environments
We shall state the boundary linear and nonlinear problems on thermal conductivity and describe a procedure to solve them.
1.
Isotropic plate with a through-inclusion 4. 1. 1. The object of study and its mathematical model Let us consider a plate of thickness 2δ, isotropic relative to thermal-physical parameters, with thermally insulated face surfaces z . = ±δ This plate contains a foreign through-inclusion of length 2h. It refers to the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system (0xyz) with the origin in the center of inclusion. In region Ω 0 ={(x, -l, z): |x|≤h, |y|≤l, |z|≤δ} of boundary surface K -={(x, -l, z): |x|<∞, |z|≤δ} of the plate, the system is heated with heat flux whose surface density is q 0 =const, and the other part of this surface of the plate beyond the inclusion and surface K + ={(x, l, z): |x|<∞, |z|≤δ} are thermally insulated. At the boundary surfaces of inclusion K ±h ={(±h, y, z): |y|≤l, |z|≤δ} is a perfect thermal contact:
for x h = (0 -for the inclusion, 1 -for the plate) ( Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1. Cross-section of isotropic plate with a through-inclusion by plane z=0
In the specified structure, it is required to determine the distribution of temperature t(x,y) by spatial coordinates, which we obtain by solving equation of thermal conductivity [10, 11] :
with boundary conditions:
where λ(x) is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of a non-uniform plate,
λ 1 and λ 0 are the coefficients of thermal conductivity of material of the plate and the inclusion, respectively; t c is the ambient temperature; S ± (ζ) are the asymmetrical single functions [12] ,
Introduce function [13] :
and differentiate it by variables x and y considering expression for the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ(x) (3). As a result, we shall obtain:
Here c (x,y) t(x,y) ε t θ = − is the excess temperature;
is the asymmetrical Dirac delta functions [12] . Substituting expressions (5) in relation (1), we arrive at a differential equation with partial derivatives with singular coefficients:
where Δ is the Laplace operator in the Cartesian rectangular coordinate system,
Therefore, the desired temperature field in the presented system is entirely determined by equation (6) with boundary conditions (2).
1. 2. Analytical-numerical solution
Let us approximate function t( h,y)
where y j ∈]-l; l[, y 1 ≤y 2 ≤…≤y n-1 ; j t ± ( j 1,n) = are the unknown approximated values of temperature.
Fig. 2. Approximation of function t (±h,y)
Substituting expression (7) in equation (6), we shall obtain:
Let us apply the integral Fourier transform by the x coordinate to equation (8) and boundary conditions (2) taking into consideration relation (4) . Upon solving the obtained boundary problem relative to the representation
of function T(x,y), and then passing over to the original, we shall receive the solution of problem (1), (2) in the form:
The unknown approximated values j ( j 1,n) ± θ = of excess temperature will be found by solving the system of 2n linear algebraic equations obtained from expression (9) . Therefore, the desired temperature field in a plate with a through-inclusion is expressed by formula (9) . From this formula we receive temperature value in arbitrary point of the structure "plate − inclusion".
2. Isotropic multi-layer plate with a through-inclusion 2. 1. The object of study and its mathematical model
Let us consider an isotropic layered plate of thickness 2δ with thermally insulated face surfaces z . = δ This plate consists of n layers that differ in geometric (width) and thermal-physical (coefficient of thermal conductivity) parameters. It refers to the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system (0xyz) with the origin at one of its boundary surfaces. The plate contains a through-inclusion. At boundary surface K 0 ={(x, 0, z): |x|<∞, |z|≤δ} of the plates in region Ω 0 ={(x, 0, z): |x|≤h, |z|≤δ}, the system is heated by the concentrated heat flux with surface density q 0 . Another part of this surface beyond the inclusion and boundary surface K n ={(x, y n , z): |x|<∞, |z|≤δ} are thermally insulated. At the surfaces of layers K j ={(x, y j , z): |x|<∞, |z|≤δ} ( j 1,n 1) = − and inclusion K ± ={(±h, y, z): 0≤y≤y n , |z|≤δ} is an ideal thermal contact:
for | x |= h, where 0 is for the inclusion, j is for the j-th layer of the plate (Fig. 3) . Fig. 3 . Cross-section of isotropic multi-layered plate with a through foreign inclusion by plane z=0
In the specified structure, it is necessary to determine the distribution of temperature t(x, y) by spatial coordinates, which we shall receive by solving the equation of thermal conductivity [10, 11] : 
where ( )
is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of a non-uniform plate; Introduce function [13] :
and differentiate it by variables x and y, considering the expression for coefficient of thermal conductivity (12) .
As a result, we shall obtain:
Considering expressions (14) , original equation (10) will take the form:
Therefore, the desired temperature field in the presented system is fully determined by equation (15) with boundary conditions (11).
2. 2. Analytical-numerical solution
Approximate functions j ( h,y), (x,y ) θ ± θ by expressions [14] : Let us apply the integral Fourier transform by the x coordinate to equation (17) and boundary conditions (11) with regard to ratio (13) . Upon solving the obtained boundary problem relative to representation T( ,y)
x of function of T(x,y) and then passing over to the original, we shall receive the solution to problem (10), (11) in the form:
The unknown approximated values of excess temperature
= will be found by solving the system of n(m+p+t) linear algebraic equations obtained from expression (18) . Therefore, the desired temperature field in a layered plate with a through-inclusion is expressed by formula (18) . From this formula we obtain temperature values in arbitrary point of the structure "layered plate − inclusion".
3. Isotropic thermosensitive plate with a through-inclusion 3. 1. The object of study and its mathematical model
Let us consider a thermosensitive (thermal parameters depend on temperature) plate, iso- 
tropic relative to the thermal parameters, which contains a through-inclusion (Fig. 1) . With regard to thermal sensitivity of the system at the surfaces of inclusion K ± ={(±h,y,z): −l≤y≤l, |z|≤δ}, conditions for the perfect thermal contact will be written in the form:
( ) ( )
The distribution of temperature t(x,y) by spatial coordinates, taking into account thermal sensitivity, will be obtained upon solving the nonlinear equation of thermal conductivity [10, 11] :
where λ(x,t)=λ 1 (t)+[λ 0 (t)-λ 1 (t)]S _ (h-|x|) is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of a non-uniform thermosensitive plate; λ 0 (t), λ 1 (t) are the coefficients of thermal conductivity of materials of the inclusion and the plate, respectively. Introduce a linearizing function [15, 16] :
upon differentiating which by variables x and y, we shall obtain:
Considering expressions (22), the original equation (19) will take the following form:
Boundary conditions with the use of relation (21) will be written as:
Linearizing function (21) allowed us to reduce a non-linear boundary problem (19), (20) to the partially linearized equation (23) with discontinuous coefficients with boundary conditions (24), (25).
3. 2. Analytical-numerical solution Let us approximate function t( h,y)
± by variable y (Fig. 2) with expression (7) and substitute it in relations (23), (25). As a result, we shall receive a linear differential equation with partial derivatives relative to the linearizing function:
with boundary condition: 
A system of nonlinear equations will be obtained by using relations (21), (28) to determine the unknown approximated values of temperature t j ( j 1,n). = The desired temperature field for the specified system will be defined by using the resulting nonlinear equation employing relations (21), (28).
3. 3. A partial example
In order to solve many practical problems, the following dependence of thermal conductivity coefficient on the temperature is applied [17, 18] :
where 0 m m ,k l is the reference and temperature coefficients of thermal conductivity of materials for an inclusion (m=0) and a plate (m=1).
Considering ratios (29), from expressions (21), (28) we shall obtain formulas for determining the temperature t(x,y):
-in region 0 Ω of the inclusion:
x,y,z : x h, y l, z Ω = > £ £ δ of the plate (beyond the inclusion):
Here ( )
Formulas (30), (31) completely describe a temperature field in the thermosensitive structure "plate -inclusion".
Isotropic thermosensitive multi-layered plate with a through-inclusion
4. 4. 1. The object of study and its mathematical model Let us consider an isotropic thermosensitive layered infinite plate with a through-inclusion (Fig. 3) . With regard to thermal sensitivity of the system at the surfaces of layers K j ={(x, y j , z): |x|<∞, |z|≤δ} ( j 1,n 1) = − and inclusion K ± ={(±h, y, z): 0≤y|≤y n , |z|≤δ} of the plate, conditions for the ideal thermal contact will be written in the form:
where y=y j ( j 1,n 1);
In the specified structure, it is necessary to determine the distribution of temperature t(x, y) by spatial coordinates, which we shall obtain upon solving the nonlinear equation of thermal conductivity (19) with boundary conditions: t(x,y ) t(x,y) 
Formulas (41), (44) fully describe a temperature field in the thermosensitive two-layered infinite plate with a foreign through inclusion.
Analysis of the obtained numerical results
Let us consider a two-layered plate with uniformly distributed heat sources at the surfaces of layer interface (Fig. 4) . Suppose that at the boundary surfaces of plate y=-y 1 , y=y 2 , temperature is t 1 =0 ºC, t 2 =700 ºC, respectively. Material of the plate's layers is steel U12 and 08.
Fig. 4. Two-layered plate
In the temperature range of [0 о C; 700 о C] these materials are described by the following dependences of thermal conductivity coefficient on the temperature:
We performed numerical calculations of temperature field for a linear model (constant thermal conductivity coefficient of materials of layers of the plate; λ 1 =38.7W/(Km), λ 2 = =48.7W/(Km)) (Fig. 5, curve 1) . The distribution of temperature for a nonlinear model (linearly variable thermal conductivity coefficient of materials of layers of the plate, expressed by ratios (45)) is shown in Fig. 5 (curve 2); y 1 =y 2 =1 m. Behavior of the curves indicates conformity of the mathematical model with a real physical process because at the surfaces of layer interface of the plates (x=0) we observe how conditions for an ideal thermal contact are satisfied (temperature jump is missing). The results obtained for the chosen materials by a linear dependence of thermal conductivity coefficient on the temperature differ from the results obtained for a stable coefficient of thermal conductivity by 15 %.
Discussion of results of examining the mathematical models for the thermal conductivity process
In the process of developing and examining the linear and nonlinear mathematical models of the thermal conductivity process for designs that are geometrically described by the presented piecewise uniform structures, we established that the numerical results of temperature field for the examined materials in the case of a stable thermal conductivity coefficient and a linearly variable one differ by 15 %. This indicates that taking into account the dependence of thermal-physical parameters on the temperature of materials of design elements in complex systems is important, as the results obtained with the use of nonlinear models are more accurate. Important in the studies presented is also the consideration of piecewise-uniform structure of the elements in designs, which considerably complicates the solution of the appropriate linear and nonlinear boundary problems, but the solutions to these problems describe the distribution of temperature more adequately in terms of real process.
Conclusions
1. We developed a mathematical model for calculating the temperature field in an isotropic plate with a through-inclusion. The analytical-numerical solution constructed for the entire system as a single entity allows us to analyze the distribution of temperature in the inclusion and in the plate using spatial coordinates.
2. A mathematical model for the calculation of temperature field in an isotropic layered plate with a through-inclusion is built. The analytical-numerical solution constructed for the entire system as a single entity makes it possible to analyze the distribution of temperature in the inclusion and in the layers of plate using spatial coordinates.
3. We devised a non-linear mathematical model for the calculation of temperature field in a thermosensitive isotropic plate with a through-inclusion. A linearizing function is introduced, which allowed us to linearize the original non-linear boundary problem on thermal conductivity and obtain, for a linearly variable thermal conductivity coefficient, calculation formulas for determining the temperature field in an inclusion and in a plate.
4. A non-linear mathematical model for the calculation of temperature field in a thermosensitive isotropic layered plate with a through-inclusion is developed. We introduced a linearizing function, which made it possible to linearize the original non-linear boundary problem on thermal conductivity and receive, for a linearly variable thermal conductivity coefficient, calculation formulas for determining the temperature field in an inclusion and in the layers of plate.
